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The invention relates to doors for cookstoves 
or ranges and more particularly to doors for 
closing the oven compartments of such stoves. 

‘ One object of the invention is to provide a door 
of _ the above general character adapted to, be 
constructed from simple. inexpensive sheet metal 
stampings and while light in weight, is very 
strong and rigid. 
Another object is to provide an oven door hav 

ing front and rear panels of enameled sheet 
metal assembled and secured together in a novel 
manner affording maximum protection to the 
enamel coating of the panels in the manufacture 
of the door and when the door f z in use. 
Another object is to provide an oven door hav 

ing a double glazed window opening constructed 
and arranged in a novel manner which permits 
the opening to be made of relatively small size 
so as to minimize heat losses without decreasing 
the effective range of vision through the window. 

Still another object is to provide an insulated 
type oven door having a double glazed window 
and embodying novel means for strengthening 
the door and for supporting the glass panes 
therein. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will become apparent from the following detailed 
description of'the preferred embodiment illus 
trated in the accompanying drawings, in which: 
Figure l is a fragmentary perspective view of a 

cookstove equipped with an oven door embodying 
the features of the invention, the‘ door being 
shown in closed position. 
Fig.2 is a view similar to Fig. 1, showing the 

door in open position. ' 
Fig. 3 is a rear view of the door with parts 

broken away to show details of the internal 

structure. 
Fig. 4 is_a sectional view taken in a vertical 

plane substantially on the line 4-4 of Fig. 3. 
‘Fig.5 is a fragmentary sectional view taken 

in a horizontal plane substantially on the, line 
[-5 of Fig. 3. ‘ " ' 

Fig. 6 is an exploded view. of the door liner 
and the reinforcing structure associatedthere 
with. 

Fig. 'l is a fragmentary perspective view show 
ing the ‘manner in which the front window pane 
is supportedvon and secured to the door struc 
ture. 

Fig. 8 is a rear view of the reinforcing member 
- forming a part of the door. 
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.While the invention is susceptible of various ' 
modifications and. alternative constructions, I 
have-shown in the drawings and will?herein de 

‘tend to limit 

2 
scribe in detail the preferred embodiment, but 
it is to be understood that I do not thereby in 

the invention to the'speci?c form 
disclosed, "but intend to cover all modi?cations 
and alternative constructions falling. within the 
spirit and scope of the invention as expressed 
in the appended claims. 
For purposes of illustration, the invention has 

been shown as embodied in a door it) associated 
with the oven II of a cabinet type cookstove I2. 
In stoves of this type the doors are made of sub 
stantial thickness for the accommodation of a 
layer of insulating'material and are mounted so 
as to lie substantially flush with the insulated 
drawer and door panels l3 provided for the 
broiler and utility compartments of the stove. 
The door ID, in its preferred form, comprises 

an outer or face panel 15 (Figs. 1 and 4) and an 
inner or liner panel l6 (Figs. 2 and 4) both in 
the form of sheet metal stampings assembled 
and secured together in spaced inter?tting rela 
tion to provide smooth inner and outer surfaces 
for the door. These surfaces are usually ?n 
ished with a coating of vitreous enamel to en 
hance their appearance and to facilitate clean 
ing. The particular door illustrated is provided 
with a window l‘l through which the contents of 
the oven may be observed while the door is closed, 
the window being double glazed and embodying 
features of construction which reduce heat loss, 
as will appear presently. 
In accordance with the invention, the face and 

liner panels I5 and [6 are constructed and se 
cured together in a novel manner, which permits 
the front and rear faces of the door to be ?n 
ished with an enamel coating completely free of 
?aws or defects and which effectually protects 
the enamel coating from damage due to rough 
closing or slamming of the door. To ‘this end 
the face panel l5 isformed with a rearwardly 
turned ?ange 20 and the liner panel I6 is formed 
with a forwardly turned ?ange 2| around their 
respective marginal edges. The liner panel is 
dimensioned so that the ?ange 2| is adapted to 
?t into the ?ange 20 of the face panel in tele 
scoping ‘relation with a slight but de?nite clear 
ance between the ?anges at all points, as shown 
in Figs. 4 and 5. _ ' 
The ‘panels 15 and I6 are secured together in 

assembled relation by means of connecting links 
22 (Fig. 5) coacting with the ?anges of the re 
spective panels and constructed so as to provide 

' a substantial degree of resiliency in the connec 
tion between the panels. The links 22 are alike 
in. construction, each having generally parallel 
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end sections 22 and 24 oil'set laterally with respect 
to each other and connected by an integral in 
termediate section 25. The intermediate section 
28 is preferably disposed substantially perpen 
dicular to the end sections 22 and 24 and is of a 
length such as to permit a resilient yielding of the 
link upon application of pressure lengthwise 
thereof. 
In the assembled door the end sections 23 of 

the links are permanently secured, as by spot 
welding, to the outermost ?ange of the assembly, 
in this instance the ?ange 20 of the face panel l5. 
l'bur such links are provided in the present in 
stance, two at each side of the door. The other 
end sections 24 of the links, which are offset in 
wardly from the ?ange 20 so as to extend along the 
inner face of the ?ange 2| of the liner panel, are 
removably secured to the latter ?ange, as by 
screws 26. Preferably, the ?ange 21 is formed 
with inwardly pressed bosses 21 for seating 
against the links and providing recesses in the 
outer face of the ?ange for the accommodation 
of the heads of the screws 26. The links 22 may 
also be formed with inwardly turned ?anges 28 
adapted to engage the inner face of the liner 
panel 14 to locate the latter in properly spaced 
relation to the front panel l5 and thereby facili 
tate the assembly of the panels. 
As the connecting links 22 are secured to the 

?anges of the panels I! and ii, the faces of the 
panels are left free of electrode marks or scars 
so that they can be finished with a ?awless enamel 
coating. Moreover, the enamel coating of the 
faces of the panels is protected from shocks re 
sulting from contact of the liner panel with the 
stove frame in the closing of the door as such 
shocks are largely absorbed by the resiliency of 
the links 22 and any unabsorbed forces are trans 
mitted to the ?anges 2‘0 and 2| instead of to the 
face portions of the panels. The danger of 
cracking or chipping the enamel on the faces of 
the door is thus materially reduced. These ad 
vantages are obtained without sacrifice of sturdi 
ness or durability, and at the same time assembly 
of the door is greatly facilitated. 
In order to make the door Ill substantially rigid 

and capable of supporting relatively heavy loads 
without deformation when in open position, re 
inforcing means is provided between the face and 
the liner panels 15 and It. The reinforcing 
means comprises a stiffening member 30 prefer 
ably in the form of a sheet metal stamping rigidly 
secured to the inner face of one of the panels, in 
this instance the liner panel i6. As shown in 
Fig. 8, the member 30 comprises a generally rec 
tangular steel plate 3| having its central portion 
32 offset from or spaced forwardly from the plane 
of the sheet and connected therewith by integral 
webs 33. Additional sti?ness is obtained by the 
provision of upstanding ?anges 34 and 34’ re 
spectively along the side and the top and bottom 

edges of the sheet. As shown in Figs. 4 and the ?ange 34' at the lower edge of the member is 

rigidly connected by a reinforcing plate 35 with 
the o?set section 32 of the member to provide 
a rigid, box-like structure within the door. 
The stiffening member 30 is preferably attached 

‘to the liner panel at a plurality of points adjacent 
its marginal edges, as, for example, at the four 
corners. Such attachment may be effected in 
any preferred manner, as by spot welding or by 
screws or bolts 36 as shown by way of example. 
The space between the non-offset portion of the 
member and the face panel I! may be 111184 with 
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4 
suitable insulating material 41 to minimise the 
transmission of heat through the door. 
In the better grades of stoves the oven doors 

are commonly provided with window openings 
which are usually double glazed to minimize heat 
1055 through the window. When used with such 
doors the sti?ening member 24 is constructed in 
a novel manner to support and properly space 
the glass panes with which the window openings 
in the door are glazed. Moreover, the construc 
tion is such that the window opening may be 
made of minimum size without objectionably de 
creasing the range of vision therethrough. 
For accomplishment of the above results, the 

offset central portion 22 of the plate 3! is cut out 
to provide a window opening 40 of substantially 
the same dimensions as the window H in the face 
panel II. The latter opening is bordered by a 
generally rounded inturned ?ange 4i, as shown 
in Figs. 4 and 5, having its inner edge spaced 
from the plate section 22 su?iciently to receive 
a glass pane 42. In the particular door illlus 
trated, the ?ange 4| is tapered slightly with re 
spect to the plane of the panel 15 and the offset 

, portion 32 of the plate 31 is similarly inclined. 
The pane 42 is thus disposed at a small angle to 
the plane of the door and more nearly normal 
to the line of vision of a person looking into the 
oven. 

To simplify construction of the door and to 
facilitate its assembly, provision is made for sup 
porting the front pane 42 directly on the sti?en 
ing member 30. For this purpose a series of 
clips 43, four in this instance, are spot welded 
or otherwise secured at one end to the front 
face of the plate section 32 in positions to coaet 
with the four corners of the front pane. These 
clips may comprise rectangular strips of sheet 
metal having a central opening 44 stamped there 
in for accommodating the corners of the pane. 
The clips are applied to the door while in a ?at 
condition, as shown in Fig. 6, and after installa 
tion of the glass pane, are bent back upon the 
front surface thereof, as shown in Fig. '1. 
The stifl'enimr member 30 and liner panel I‘ 

are constructed and arranged to cooperate in sup 
porting an inner glass pane 45 and in guiding 
the pane for s-dgewise movement for installing it 
in and removing it from the door. To this end 
the liner panel i6 is formed with a window open 
ing somewhat larger than the rear opening in 
the stiffening member 30 and such opening is 
bordered by a raised rib 46 having inturned 
?anges 41 framing the opening. At the sides of 
the opening the flanges 41 are extended inwardly 
to abut against the adjacent face of the plate 3i 
and are spaced spar» substantially the width of 
the pane £5 to engage ‘the side edges thereof and 
con?ne the pane against lateral movement. The 
?anges 41 at the top and bottom of the opening 
have their free edge portions 42 (Fig. 4) bent 
into a plane substantially parallel to the plane of 
the liner panel and spaced from the plate 3| to 
provide clearance for the pane 45. Support for 
the pane is provided by lugs 49 struck out from 
the plate 3! and projecting under the ?ange 41 
at the bottom of the window opening. 
With the above construction, the marginal 

edge portions of the pane 48 engage along its side 
and bottom edges with the plate II and the pane 
is normally held in engagement therewith by the 
?anges 41 at the top and bottom edges of the 
window opening in the liner panel 18. Downward 
movement of the pane is limited by the lugs 40, 
but the clearance Provided at the upper edge of 



the window opening‘ by the rib It permits ‘the 
" pane to be shifted 'edgewise in a direction upward 
ly of the door to free its lower edge from“ the 
?ange 41. when the lower edgefis thus‘ freed, 
the pane may be tilted clear of the liner panel 
and withdrawn from the door. ' ‘ 

_ To provide a rangeof vision su?icient to per 
mit proper visual inspection of the oven and at the 
same time keep the window opening within mini 
mum dimensions, the openings in the face and 
liner panels l5 and‘ it are relatively proportioned 
and arranged in a novel‘and advantageous man 
ner. More particularly, the window opening in 
the face panel 15 is made substantially smaller 
than the corresponding opening in the liner panel 
l6 and the lower edge of the latter opening is off 
set downwardly with respect to the ?rst-men 
tioned opening, as shown in Fig. 4. Additionally, 
the side edges of the inner window opening are 
offset outwardly from the corresponding edges of 
the front window opening, as shown in Fig. 5. 
In view of the ‘downwardly and laterally o?set 

relation of the inner window opening with respect 
to the outer opening, the webs 33 Joining the 
plate 3| with its offset section 32 are sharply in 
clined downwardly and laterally to de?ne an ex 
panding range of vision when looking into the 
oven. In other words, by relatively proportioning 
and arranging the window openings in the panels 
l5 and It in the manner set forth, it is possible 
to minimize the dimensions of the outer window 
opening and at the same time increase the ef 
fective range of vision through the window not 
withstanding the fact that the door‘ is made of 
substantial thickness to minimize loss of heat. 
The invention also contemplates the attach 

. ment of the hinge structure to the door in a novel 
manner which provides greater strength and rig 
idity and which relieves the enameled portions of 
the door of strains. While the door may be pro 
vided with hinges of any preferred type, those 
shown by way of illustration are generally simi 
lar in construction to the hinges disclosed and 
claimed in my copending application Serial No. 
650,768, filed February 28, 1946, now abandoned. - 
This hinge comprises a pair of members 50 and 
5| pivotally secured together and adapted for 
attachment respectively to the door and the stove 
frame. It will be understood, of course, that the 
door is provided with two hinges, one at each - 
side. I 

In the particular hinge shown, the member 50 
which is attached to the door comprises an elon 
gated sheet metal strip having one end portion 
of approximately the same w'dth as the ?ange ' 
34 on the stiffening plate 3| and adapted to be 

ving any possibility v“of cracking or chipping the 
' enamel coating ‘thereon. " .. , _ . 

' ‘It’ will be apparent from the foregoingthat the 
~ invention provides an oven door of novel and ad 
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secured thereto as by spot welding. The other ' 
end of the strip is offset rearwardly so‘ as to pro 
ject through the inner face of the door and to 
extend in the form of an arm substantially be‘ 

' yond the lower edge of the door. as shown in Fig. 
6. The liner panel I6 is provided w’th suitable 
slots 52 for the accommodation of the projecting 
ends of the hinge members. _ 
Wheninstalled in the stove, the member 5| ‘is 

suitably secured to the stove, frame as by a stud 
53, thus providing a ?xed base upon'which the 
hinge member 50 may p’vot. As the side ?anges 
of the stiffening plate 3| and the members 50 of 
the hinges are disposed in face-to-face relation 
through a substantial portion of the length of the 
members, a strong and rigid connection is in 
sured. Moreover, stra‘ns incident to the opening 
and closing of the door are not transferred to the 
outer face of the door structure, thereby avoid 

so 

vantageous' construction; The ‘door is adapted 
to be fabricated from ‘simple, inexpensive sheet 
metal stamping, thus producing a structure 
which is light'in weight yet strong and rigid. By 
reason of the novel manner in which the parts of 
the door are arranged and interconnected, mar 
ring of the front or rear faces of the door is 
avoided, thus enabling the faces to be ?nished 
with ?awless enamel coatings. 
enamel coating is effectually protected from 
damage when subjected to rough treatment. 
The improved door also provides a window con 

struction which affords maximum rangeof vision, 
while maintaining the dimensions of the window 
opening at- a minimum so that heat lossesare 
substantially reduced. Moreover, the window _' 
opening is completely framed in a manner such 
that it presents a neat and attractive appearance. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. An oven door comprising, in combination, a 

face section including a generally rectangular 
sheet metal panel having rearwardly turned‘ 
?anges along its marginal edges, a liner section 
comprising a sheet metal panel having forwardly 
turned ?anges along its ‘marginal edges adapted 
to fit within the ?anges of said face section, and 
sheet metal-connecting links coacting with the 
flanges of said two sections to secura'the sec 
tions together, said links being permanently se 
cured to the ?anges of said face section andthe 
?anges of said liner section being removably se 
cured to said links. , . 

2. An oven door comprising, in combination, a 
face section including a generally rectangular 
sheet metal panel having rearwardly turned 
?anges along its marginal edges, a liner section 
comprising a sheet metal panel having forwardly 
turned ?anges along its marginal edges adapted 
to fit within the ?anges of said face section, and 
sheet metal connecting links secured at oPPOSite 
ends to the ?anges of ‘said two sections to'con 
nect the sect’ons in ‘assembled relation, the end 
portions of said ‘links being offset with respect to 
each other to' provide a substantial degree of 
resiliency in the connection between the sections. 

3. An oven doorcomprising, in combination, a 
pair of sheet-metal panels secured together in 
spaced parallel relation, a stiffening member 
comprising a metal plate substantially smaller 
than said panels and having its marginal edges 
rigidly secured to the inner face of one-of the 
panels, ‘upturned ?anges on the side edges of said 
plate, and hinge members for said door rigidly 
secured tojsaid ?anges and projmting through 
the panel forming the inner face of the door. 

4. An oven door comprising, in combination, 
a. pair of sheetr'metal panels secured‘ together 

, in spaced parallel relation, saidf'panels having 
alined window" openings," a stiffening member 
comprisingla metal plate substantially smaller 
than said panelsand having ‘its marginal edges 
rigidly secured to'one of the panels, said plate 
having'its' central‘ portion offset from" the plane 

’ vof the plate so as‘to lieclos'ely ‘adjacent the other 
of saidpanels andhaving an' opening ‘substantial 
ly alined with the window opening in said other 
panel, a glass pane for closing'said last-men 
tioned window opening and means on said plate 
for securing said pane to the plate independently 
of said other panel to facilitate assembly of the 

" door structure. 

Moreover, the ~ 
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5. An oven door comprising, in combination, 
a pair of sheet metal panels secured together in 
spaced parallel relation, said panels having alined 
window openings, glass panes for closing said 
window openings, a sti?ening member compris 
ing a metal plate substantially smaller than said 
panels and having its marginal edges rigidly se 
cured to one of the panels, said plate having 
its central portion offset from the plane of the 
plate so as to lie closely adjacent the other of 
said panels and having an opening substantially 
alined with the window opening in said other 
panel, means for securing one of the glass panes 
to said plate independently of the adjacent one 
of said panels in a position effective to close the 
window opening in the panel, and lugs struck 
out from said plate for supporting the other glass 
pane in spaced relation to said one pane, the 
offset portion of said plate being operative to 
determine the spacing of said glass panes. 

6. An oven door comprising, in combination, 
I a face’section comprising a, sheet metal panel 
having a rectangular window opening in its upper 
central portion, a liner section secured to said 
face section and comprising a. second sheet metal 
panel having a rectangular window opening with 
its side and bottom edges oifset laterally and 
downwardly with respect to the corresponding 
side and bottom edges of the opening in said ?rst 
panel, a sti?ening member comprising a metal 
plate secured at its marginal edges to the inner 
face of one of said panels, said plate having its 
central portion offset from the plane of the plate 
and joined to the marginal edge portion of the 
plate by webs inclined at an angle to said plane, 
said offset portion of the plate having an open 
ing of substantially the same shape and dimen 
sions as the opening in said ?rst panel and alined 
therewith, said webs meeting the marginal edge 
portions of the plate substantially in line with 
the side and bottom edges of the opening in said 
second panel, and glass panes interposed between 
said plate and both said panels to close the open 
ings in the panels. 

7. In an oven door, in combination, a generally 
rectangular sheet metal panel having its outer 
surface enameled and de?ning the front face of 
the door, a rearwardly turned ?ange formed 
around the marginal edges of said panel, a sec 
ond sheet metal panel assembled in spaced par 
allel relation with said ?rst panel, a forwardly 
turned ?ange formed around the marginal edges 
of said second panel, said second panel being 
dimensioned to permit the ?ange thereon to ?t 
into the ?ange of said ?rst panel in telescoping 
relation, a plurality of connecting links securing 
said panels together, each of said links having 
oifset end sections disposed substantially parallel 
to the ?anges of the respective panels and rigidly 
secured thereto, and an intermediate section con 
necting said end sections, said intermediate sec 
tion being disposed substantially parallel to the 
plane of the door and eifective to minimize the 
shock transmitted to said ?rst panel from said 
second panel incident to the closing of the door. 

8. In an oven door, in combination, a generally 
rectangular sheet metal panel having its outer 
surface enameled and de?ning the front face of 
the door, a, rearwardly turned ?ange formed 
around the marginal edges of said panel. a second 
panel assembled with said ?rst panel to de?ne 
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the rear face of the door, a forwardly turned 
?ange formed around the marginal edges of said 
second panel, said panels being dimensioned to 
permit the ?ange of one of the panels to ?t into 
the ?ange of the other panel in telescoping rela 
tion, a plurality of connecting links cooperating 
with the ?anges of said panels to secure the 
panels together, each of said links having end 
sections disposed in spaced parallel planes and 
connected by an intermediate section substan 
tially perpendicular to the .end sections, one end 
section of each link being secured to the outer 
one of the ?anges and the other end section 
being secured to the inner ?ange, and inwardly 
pressed bosses in said inner flange providing seats 
for the end sections of the links secured to that 
flange. 

9. An oven door comprising, in combination, 
a face section comprising a sheet metal panel 
having a rectangular window opening in its up 
per central portion, a liner section secured to 
said face section and comprising a second sheet 
metal panel having a, rectangular window open 
ing with its side and bottom edges offset laterally 
and downwardly with respect to the corerspond 
ing side and bottom edges of the opening in said 
?rst panel, a stiffening member comprising a 
metal plate secured at its marginal edges to the 
inner face of one of said panels, said plate hav 
ing its central portion offset from the plane of 
the plate and joined to the marginal edge por 
tion of the plate by webs inclined at an angle 
to said plane, said offset portion of the plate 
having an opening of substantially the same 
shape and dimensions as the opening in said 
?rst panel and alined therewith, said webs meet 
ing the marginal edge portions of the plate sub 
stantially in line with the side and bottom edges 
of the opening in said second panel, glass panes 
for closing the openings in said panels, means for 
securing one of said panes to said plate independ 
ently of the adjacent panel, and means on said 
plate and the other panel cooperating to re 

' movably retain the other pane in assembled rela 
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tion with the door. 
. HERBERT M. REEVES. 
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